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MORPHOLOGY 
in Words Their Way: Classroom

What is morphology?
A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning in a language. Studying base 
elements and affixes helps readers decode and unlock the meaning of 
complex words.

Why is knowledge of morphology critical for students to 
become proficient readers? 
When students understand prefixes, suffixes, and root words, they have the 
knowledge needed to decode unfamiliar multisyllabic words. Knowledge of 
prefixes, suffixes, and root words also helps students understand how those 
word parts change the meanings of words. 

How does Words Their Way Classroom support the 
development of morphology? 
As students learn to read and write on their own, the program presents a 
systematic scope and sequence of inflectional morphology (the study of 
inflectional endings such as -ed, -ing and plurals), base words and affixes, 
and the derivational morphology found in Greek and Latin word roots.



MORPHOLOGY EXAMPLES 
from Words Their Way Classroom
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fore-
forecast

income

nonprofit

indoor

nonfat

in- (“in” or “into”)
indent

inhuman

incorrect

nonstop

express

in- (“not”)
incomplete

forehead

foresee

explode

expand

explore

non-
nonsense

foremost

insight

nonskid

nonfiction

exit

ex-
exclude

extend

forearm

indecent

exhale

foreshadow
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Prefixes ex-, non-, in-, fore-

ex-
exclude

non-
nonsense

in- (“not”)
incomplete

in- (“in” or “into”)

indent

fore-
forecast
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In this sort, students 
practice by cutting 
out and pasting 
words into the 
correct category for 
each prefix. 

In this digital sort,  
students practice by  
dragging and dropping  
words into the appropriate  
category for each prefix.

In this writing sort, students 
apply their knowledge of 
previously learned roots to 
write new sentences.

Sort 30: Greek and Latin Elements cap, ped, corp120

 1. Write the meaning of each word root.
 2. Read each pair of words and circle the word roots in each word. 
 3. Choose five pairs of words and write a sentence that uses each word pair. 

For example, The pedestrian packed a backpack and went on a great  
expedition. (pedestrian/expedition)

cap:  ped:  corp: 

Word Pairs

1. pedicure/peddler 5. capital/capitol 

2. corporate/corporal  6. pedestrian/expedition 

3. captivate/captive  7. corps/corpse

4. pedal/peddle  8. centipede/pedestal

Sentences:

1. 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 


